Sparrow Class News and Homework
To be handed in on Wednesday 16th March
Maths: This week has been all about puzzles! We have been immersed with
lots of different mathematical problems involving money, dice & cards and
have used different strategies to solve them. Some of us found drawing
pictures or making lists helped and others used systematic methods and tried
to find patterns. We were very excited to get the answers right and enjoyed
helping others.
English: We have been enjoying an animated Indian tale ‘The Catch’
from the literacy shed this week and practiced using our ‘toolkits’ to
build extended sentences. This involves using our Grammaristics,
Fantastics and Boomtastics to develop depth of writing and
language. As a class, we’ve been focusing on using fronted
adverbials to describe where, when or how something happens and
build in speech, similes and alliteration.

Here are some AMAZING examples:
Frantically, like a shot of lightening,
the fox dashed through the thorny
obstacles with the meagre fish
crammed in his mouth.
Thomas

Angrily, the brave boy bounded like a
monkey up the crumbling ledges, to
reach his target.
James Hackett

Out of breath, the panting boy ran like
a shot to get back his delicious catch
of the day.
Mollie Woodgate

Topic: In topic, we have been learning more about our case study villages. We used paper to create
impressions of Pavarthy, the little boy from Chembakoli and of us. We
will use these to show comparisons and differences of our
home and school lives.
We also visited the Life Education bus and learnt all about the
body, including healthy eating ensuring we have a healthy
lifestyle.

Homework Tasks
This week’s times tables to practice are:

9's

RE Task – Can you retell part of the Eater story and include pictures.
This website is great to help jog your memory! http://www.topmarks.co.uk/easter/easterstory.aspx
Pupil feedback

Parent feedback

Teacher feedback

Please follow our school Twitter feed to view regular updates and photos of some of the activities Sparrow
class do @ClipstonSchool.

